


Reliable



.
The Midea INFINIDura Series’s outdoor unit exterior 

casing, outdoor unit interior metal parts, and outdoor 
PCB circuit board are protected by the Triple-Layer 

Anti-Rust Protection
INFINIDura units are resistant to damp, bacteria, salt, 
corrosion, acids, and alkalis. INFINIDura products are 

built to stand the test of time.

Triple-Layer Anti-Rust
Protection



According to research, Midea stainless steel screws are 
more resistant to moisture, alkali, and corrosion than 
standard stainless steel screws. Midea stainless steel 

screws improve the overall durability of the INFINIDura
series. 

Stainless Steel Bolt

Stainless Steel Bolt Ordinary Steel Bolt



Golden Fin is more resistant to oxidation & 
corrosion than ordinary fins for condensers to 
furnish a steadier and long-lasting working 
environment. 

It can efficiently prevent bacteria from breeding 
and spreading, and withstand corrosive elements.

Coating: Golden Fin



The meticulous T-Shaped top cover design can keep 
rain away from the unit, ensuring stable operation of 

the interior.

Casing: 
T-shaped Top Cover 

Design



The Midea PCB (Power Circuit Board) was 
enhanced to increase its ability to withstand 

voltage fluctuations (overloads),thus 
ensuring your air conditioner stably running 

under wide voltage operations without a 
separate voltage stabilizer. 

Stability Protection
Wide-range Voltage Operation 150V-270V



Apart from the bionic fan blades, the Welling DC motor itself can 
constantly rotate in reverse to get rid of the sand and dust from 
outside, ensuring that the compressor is clean and function swell.

Rotation
Intelligent dusting switch 



ENERGY SAVING



Just touch the E-Max button to activate the mode. Your AC can keep 
you cool over an 8-hour night period with as low as 1 kWh energy 

consumption, saving 71%.

ECO mode

The air conditioner is equipped with the 
ECO
energy-saving technology, which perfectly
synergized with highly efficient inverter
technology. You can  indulge in 
comfortable 
coolness while significantly reducing 
energy 
consumption over 8 hours.
PS:This feature is only for inverter unit.



ECO mode

ECO mode applies to inverter model, smart control on compressor frequency as low as 15HZ. As a smart running mode,
it limits the highest compressor frequency and fan speed of each stage by intelligent control system.

ECO mode is a preset running program based on MIDEA intelligent inverter system.



ECO mode 
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ECO Mode Saves up to 60% EnergyIndoor temperature（Normal）

Indoor temperature(ECO)

power consumption（Normal）

power consumption（ECO）

≈4.5kW/h

≈1.7kW/h

* Test Condition:  Indoor/outdoor temperature 30 ℃, Setting temperature 24℃.

NormalECO

• Get a worry-free sleep with ECO Mode

• You can stay cooling for  60% less energy consumption

National award for science and 
technology progress 



AG inverter air conditioners offer three 
operating

power options: 50%, 75%, and 100%. 
You can choose a lower power level to 

conserve energy.



Increase the number of inner groove teeth from 45 to 54, which enlarges the heat transfer area 
and increases heat transfer efficiency up by 7.3%.

45
teeth

54 
teeth

Conventional Tube High Efficiency Tube

Total heat transfer coefficient
（W/m2·K）

7300

7200

7100

7000

6900

6800

6700

6600

6500

6400

7.3%

Powerful Cooling-High Efficiency Tube



Ordinary 
fan blade design

Midea high-static 
pressure fan blade 
design  

Standard air duct 
damper

High-efficiency air 
duct damper

Optimization: 
High-Efficiency Fan 
Blades and Air Ducts
The optimized air fan and ducts deliver the 
same airflow in with 30 percent less power 
thanks to the new design.



COMFORT



Keeping you at a 
steady temperature 
within  ±0.5 °C
Without repeatedly turning off/on to adjust the 
temperature, Midea AC ensures you enjoy a stable and 
comfortable cooling experience with minimal temperature 
fluctuations by constantly varying the compressor rotation 
speed.

GA Temperature Stay



GA compressor frequency control 

The frequency of traditional air conditioner has dramatic fluctuation during operation, leading

to the instability of room temperature. However, Midea air conditioners break away from this

pattern with our unique GA Stepless Comfort Technology. Its inverter frequency variation is so

smooth that you wouldn’t notice the room temperature fluctuation at all.

Temperature Graph

GA Stepless Inverter Mode

Ordinary Inverter Mode
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HEALTHY



The i-Clean Technology washes away dust, mold, and grease that 
may cause odors when it adheres to the heat exchanger by 
automatically freezing and then rapidly thawing the frost.

The internal wind wheel then keeps operating to blow-dry the 
evaporator, thus preventing the growth of mold and keeping the 
inside clean. 

i-Clean



Release high-concentration positive 

(3,500,000 n/cm3) 
and negative ions

(10,000,000 n/cm3) 
to purify the indoor air.

Super Ionizer AIR MAGIC



The Dual Filtration system thoroughly eliminates 
harmful substances，providing fresh and clean air to 

you.

Dual
Filtration 

Cold  catalyst filter is standard health filter，but we provide so many kinds of 
health filter for you to chose ,like negative ion filter，HEPA filter  and so on.



CONVENIENT



• Open Space
• Broad Wiring Terminal

• Narrow Space
• Compact Wiring Terminal

Easy installation
Bigger wiring terminal &
Easier wiring connection

Time Saving



SMART



Smart WiFi CONTROL
（Optional）
Wherever You Are
Simply download the MideaHOME app to 
control your home's air conditioning at 
anytime and from anywhere for ultimate 
convenience and peace of mind. Help your 
kids or grandparents operate the air 
conditioning, even when you're away from
home.



User-friendly login 
with social media

Don't want to register your email address? Tired of 
using your email address to log in? Log in to the 
MideaHOME app via Facebook or Twitter! 



via the APPvia external devices                                    
Connect the air conditioner to Amazon Echo or
Google Home to control it with voice commands.

The MideaHOME app is equipped with an 
intelligent voice control function 
which allows you to talk to your phone and 
control your Midea air conditioner, check the 
weather and so on. 

Voice Command 
Function





• Air-Conditioning, Heating,
and Refrigeration Institute



CARACTERÍSTICAS

1. Certificación AHRI, 

2. Compresor inverter, hasta un 70% de ahorro de energía

3. Turbo, velocidad enfriamiento

4. Golden fin, protección anticorrosiva

5. Diseño diamante, condensadora con mayor resistencia

6. Refrigerante R-410ª

7. Auto protección-variación de voltaje

8. Modos Cool (enfriar) y Dry (secar)

9. Reinicio automático, 

10. Purificación de doble Filtro, purifican gérmenes, polvo y bacterias

11. Auto limpieza, puede matar gérmenes y eliminar la suciedad.

12. Modo mute, apaga display.

13. Modo ECO, modo mínimo consumo de energía.

14. Modo Sleep, ajusta a la temperatura de su cuerpo.

15. Sígueme (followme), 

buscar puntos calientes y lo lleva temperaturas de confort.

16. Kit de instalación de tubería (4) metros en cobre.

INFINI INVERTER 
9000,12000,18000,24000 ,36000(12000110V)

Gama de productoGama de producto


